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tools and content. To do this, you'll need everything listed below. Some content may be subject to change depending on how you want to build your trebooket. Small trebuche, small ratio for everything. I will list what I used. This is no ordinary wood sticking project, nor part of your average scrapbook routine. It will use
heavy machinery and power equipment, which will require safety precautions. So first and foremost, grab a pair of safety glasses, maybe get to some gloves and workshop. What You Need:- 2x4 planks - Lots of 'em (pressure treated preferably to prevent warping of the wood)Frame: (2x4's) - 4x - 4.5 - 2x - 1' 5.5 - 4x - 7 -
4x - 3' 3 - 2x - 6.75 - 2x - 4' - 6x - 9Arm: (1x0.5 planks cut from 2x4s, 1 each for those unmarked) - [DATA EXPUNGED] - [DATA EXPUNGED] - 8x [DATA EXPUNGED] - [DATA EXPUNGED] - [DATA EXPUNGED] - [DATA EXPUNGED] - [DATA EXPUNGED]Nuts &amp; Bolts:*- 4x -1/4th fully threaded bolts or rods at
least 3.5 in length - 1x - 1/4th bolt at least 1 in length - 17x - nuts to accommodate said bolts &amp; rods - 3x - washers, ditto - 6x - 3/8th fully threaded bolts at least 5 in length - 1x - 3/8th fully threaded rod at least 1' 8.5 in length - 10x - nuts to accommodate said bolts &amp; rods - 50x - washers Dit to reduce the grinding
of wood on the rod fought metal tubing - 1x - 5/8th wide metal tubing - at least 1x - 5/8th perfectly threaded rod at least 1'8.5 lengths in 1'8.5 lengths) Dit. : - Cut a PVC pipe in half (your choice in diameter, unless it fits whatever you're firing)**-1/2in sheet of plywood, 1x2' - equipment and heavy machinery (table saws,
band saws) to drill, cut, or make holes in wood. - Adhesive: wood glue, hot glue, super glue, epoxy - 200lb + kevlar cord - cut accordingly - elastic band projectile to be used as a sling to go around - 2 pulley rod for 3/8 - CW (counter weight) and weight holding device - weight plates, Metal plates used for ibolt, support,
washers, walnuts, and PVC or metal spacer tubes - as various bits and metal pieces to catch the trigger and strengthen the trebuche - somewhere to fire it, preferably a football field or larger area. The contiguous cost of the project: Most of the project material was either cannibal from previous projects or in my garage or
Found laying around in. The pricing of the content also varies depending on the area, thus type The cost of all materials cannot be determined, but I will provide estimates of costs as well as those we know the price of wood. Price of $13 – 8 length of 2x4 ~ $3 per length ~ $20 ± $4 nuts, bolts, washers, rods and other bits
of metal $32.50 kevlar rope~ $3.62 per foot All other cannibal materials ~ $25Total: ~$92.50, excluding power, labor, time and equipment to make. This is the pricing of our trebuquet. Yours will depend on what you do with it and how. * Note - Most if not all bolts can be replaced by screws, I can break the Trebuche
design as a way to fit it in a car for transportation. For its ease, you can fix it, and attach the frame and hand together using the screws. **Note, this is for Trebuche golf ball or something similar in size. A baseball is the maximum. This trebuche can't and won't fire: pumpkins, bowling balls, basketball, human/living objects
(please don't do it regardless of what trebuchet/trebuchet is. Baseball.
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